Systems based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) have achieved state-of-the-art results in many natural language processing tasks. Although ANNs do not require manually engineered features, ANNs have many hyperparameters to be optimized. The choice of hyperparameters significantly impacts models' performances. However, the ANN hyperparameters are typically chosen by manual, grid, or random search, which either requires expert experiences or is computationally expensive. Recent approaches based on Bayesian optimization using Gaussian processes (GPs) is a more systematic way to automatically pinpoint optimal or near-optimal machine learning hyperparameters. Using a previously published ANN model yielding state-of-the-art results for dialog act classification, we demonstrate that optimizing hyperparameters using GP further improves the results, and reduces the computational time by a factor of 4 compared to a random search. Therefore it is a useful technique for tuning ANN models to yield the best performances for NLP tasks.
INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have recently shown stateof-the-art results on various NLP tasks including language modeling [1] , named entity recognition [2, 3, 4] , text classification [5, 6, 7, 8] , question answering [9, 10] , and machine translation [11, 12] . Unlike other popular non-ANNbased machine learning algorithms such as support vector machines (SVMs) and conditional random fields (CRFs), ANNs can automatically learn features that are useful for NLP tasks, thereby requiring no manually engineering features .
However, ANNs have hyperparameters that need to be tuned in order to achieve the best results. The hyperparameters of ANNs may define either its learning process (e.g., *These authors contributed equally to this work. 978-1-5090-4903-5/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE 406 learning rate or mini-batch size) or its architecture (e.g., number of hidden units or layers). ANNs commonly contain over ten hyperparameters [13] , which makes it challenging to optimize. Therefore, most published ANN-based work on NLP tasks, rely on basic heuristics such as manual or random search, and sometimes do not even optimize hyperparameters.
Although most of them report state-of-the-art results without optimizing hyperparameters extensively, we argue that the results can be further improved by properly optimizing the hyperparameters. Despite this, one of the main reasons why most previous NLP works do not thoroughly optimize hyperparameters is that it may represent a significant time investment. However, if we optimize them "efficiently", we can find hyperparameters that perform well within a reasonable amount of time as shown in this paper.
Like ANNs, other machine learning algorithms also have hyperparameters. The two most widely used methods for hyperparameter optimization of machine learning algorithms are manual or grid search [14] . Bergstra and Yoshua [14] show that random search is as good or better than grid search at finding hyperparameters within a small fraction of computation time and suggest that random search is a natural baseline for judging the performance of automatic approaches for tuning the hyperparameters of a learning algorithm. However, all above-mentioned methods for tuning hyperparameters have some downsides. Manual search requires human experts or use arbitrary rules of thumb, while grid and random searches are computationally expensive [15] .
Recently, a more systematic approach based on Bayesian optimization with Gaussian process (GP) [16] has been shown to be effective in automatically tuning the hyperparameters of machine learning algorithms, such as latent dirichlet allocation, SVMs, convolutional neural networks [15] , and deep belief networks [17] , as well as tuning the hyperparameters that features may have [18, 19] . In this approach, the model's performance for each hyperparameter combination is modeled as a sample from a GP, resulting in a tractable posterior distribution given previous experiments. Therefore, this posterior distribution is used to find the optimal hyperparameter combination to try next based on the observation.
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The ANN model. A sequence of words Wl,e corresponding to the i t h utterance is transformed into a vector U i using a CNN, consisting of a convolution layer (conv) and a max pooling layer (max pool). Each utterance is then classified by a two-layer feed forward (ff) network with tanh and soft max activation function s. The hyperparmeters that we optimize are circled: filter size h, number of filters n , dropout rate p , history sizes d 1 , d2. In the figure , h = 3, n = 4, P = 0. 5, dl = 3, d2 = 2. The grey rows (U -l, Uo , YO) represent zero paddings.
In this work, we demonstrate the application of Gaussian Process (GP) to optimize ANN hyperparameters on an NLP task, namely dialog act classification [20] , whose goal is to assign a dialog act to each utterance. The ANN model in [8] makes a good candidate for hyperparameter optimization since it is a simple model with a few architectural hyperparameters, and the optimized architectural hyperparameters are interpetable and give some insights for the task at hand. Using this model, we show that optimizing hyperparameters further improves the state-of-the-art results on two data sets, and reduces the computational time by a factor of 4 compared to a random search.
METHODS
The ANN model for dialog act classification is introduced in [8] and is briefly described in Section 2.1. The GP used to optimize the hyperparameters of the ANN model is presented in Section 2.2. The colon notation V i :j represents the sequence of vectors V i , Vi+ l, ... , Vj.
ANN model
Each utterance of a dialog is mapped to a vector representation via a CNN (Section 2.l.1). Each utterance is then sequentially classified by leveraging preceding utterances (Section 2.l.2). Figure 1 gives an overview of the ANN model.
Utterance representation via CNN
An utterance of length £ is represented as the sequence of word vectors Wu E IRm. Given the word vectors, the CNN model produces the utterance representation U E IRn.
Let h be the size of a filter, and the sequence of vectors V1:h E IRm be the corresponding filter matrix. A 407 convolution operation on h consecutive word vectors starting from the tth word outputs the scalar feature Ct tanh (2::7= 1 V;Wt+i-l + bf) , where bf E IR is a bias term.
We perform convolution operations with n different filters, and denote the resulting features as Ct E IRn, each of whose dimensions comes from a distinct filter. Repeating the convolution operations for each window of h consecutive words in the utterance, we obtain CU-h +l ' The utterance representation U E IRn is computed in the max pooling layer, as the element-wise maximum of cU-h +l ' During training, dropout with probability p is applied on this utterance representation u.
The filter size h, the number of filters n, and a dropout probability p are the hyperparameters of this section that we optimize using the GP (Section 2.2).
Sequential utterance classification
Let U i E IR n be the utterance representation given by the CNN architecture for the ith utterance in the sequence of length r. The sequence U1: r is input to a two-layer feedforward neural network that classifies each utterance. The hyperparameters d1 , d2 , the history sizes used in the first and second layers respectively, are optimized using the GP (Section 2.2).
The first layer takes as input U i-d, + 1: i and outputs Y i E IRk, where k is the number of classes for the classification task, i.e. the number of dialog acts. It uses a tanh activation function. Similarly, the second layer takes as input Y i-d 2 +l : i and outputs Z i E IR k with a softmax activation function.
The final output Z i represents the probability distribution over the set of k classes for the ith utterance: the;th element of Z i corresponds to the probability that the ith utterance belongs to the ;th class. Each utterance is assigned to the class with the highest probability.
Hyperparameter optimization using GP
Let X be the set of all hyperparameter combinations considered, and let f : X ---+ lR be the function mapping from hyperparameter combinations to a real-valued performance metric (such as FI-score on test set) of a learning algorithm using the given hyperparameter combination. Our interest lies in efficiently finding a hyperparameter combination x E X that yields a near-optimal performance f (x) . In this paper, we use Bayesian optimization of hyperparameters using GP, which we call GP search.
Comparison with other methods
A grid search is brute-forcefully evaluating f(x) for each
x E X defined on a grid and then selecting the best one. In a random search, one randomly selects an x E X and evaluates the performance f(x); this process is repeated until an x with a satisfactory f(x) is found. In a manual search, an expert tries out some hyperparameter combinations based on prior experience until settling on a good one.
In contrast with the other methods mentioned above, a GP search chooses the hyperparameter combination to evaluate next by exploiting all previous evaluations. To achieve this, we assume the prior distribution on the function f to be a Gaussian process, which allows us to construct a probabilistic model for f using all previous evaluations, by calculating the posterior distribution in a tractable manner. Once the model for f is computed, it is used to choose an optimal hyperparameter combination to evaluate next.
GP search
In a GP search, we use a GP to describe a distribution over functions. A GP is defined as a collection of random variables, any finite number of which have a joint Gaussian distribution. A GP f(x) is completely specified by its mean function m(x) and covariance function k(x, Xl) , also called kernel, defined as:
In our case f (x) is the F I-score on the test set evaluated for the ANN model using the given hyperparameter combination x E X , which is a 5-dimensional vector consisting of filter size h, number of filters n, dropout rate p, and history sizes dl , d2 . LetX = (Xl, ... , Xq) , f = (f(xd ... , f(xq)) and X * = (Xq+l, ' .. , x s ), f * = (f(xq+d ... , f(x s )) be the training inputs and outputs, and test inputs and outputs, respectively.
X u X * = X , and X n X* = 0. Note that f is known, and f * is unknown. The goal is to find the distribution of f * given X * , X and f , in order to select among X * the hyperparameter combination that is the most likely to yield the highest FI-score.
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The joint distribution of f and f * according to the prior is
where m, m* is a vector of the means evaluated at all training and test points respectively, and K(X , X * ) denotes the q x q* matrix of the covariances evaluated at all pairs of training and test points, and similarly for K(X, X), K(X *, X) and K(X*, X * ).
Conditioning the joint Gaussian prior on the observations yields f * I X*,
The choice of the kernel k(x, Xl) impacts predictions. We investigate 4 different kernels:
To initialize the GP search, one needs to compute the FIscore for a certain number of randomly chosen hyperparameter combinations r: we investigate what the optimal number is. We then iterate over the following two steps until a specified maximum number of iterations t is reached. First, we find the hyperparameter combination in the test set with the highest FI-score predicted by the GP. Second, we compute the actual F I-score, and move it to the training set. This process is outlined in Algorithm 1. represents the number of hyperparameter combinations for which the Fl-score has been computed, and the y-axis shows the best Fl-score that has been achieved by at least one of these hyperparameter combinations. Each data point is averaged over 100 runs of the specified search strategy.
EXPERIMENTS

Datasets
We evaluate the random and GP searches on the dialog act classification task using the Dialog State Tracking Challenge 4 (DSTC 4) [21 , 22] , ICSI Meeting Recorder Dialog Act (MRDA) [23, 24] , and Switchboard Dialog Act (SwDA) [25] datasets. DSTC 4, MRDA, and SwDA respectively contain 32k, 109k, and 221k utterances, which are labeled with 89, 5, and 43 different dialog acts (we used the 5 coarse-grained dialog acts introduced in [26] for MRDA). The train/test splits are provided along with the datasets, and the validation set was chosen randomly except for MRDA, which specifies a validation set.'
Training
For a given hyperparameter combination, the ANN is trained to minimize the negative log-likelihood of assigning the correct dialog acts to the utterances in the training set, using stochastic gradient descent with the Adadelta update rule [27] . At each gradient descent step, weight matrices, bias vectors, and word vectors are updated. For regularization, dropout is applied after the pooling layer, and early stopping is used on the validation set with a patience of 10 epochs. We initialize the word vectors with the 300-dimensional word vectors pretrained with word2vec on Google News [28, 29] for DSTC 4, and the 200-dimensional word vectors pretrained with GloVe on Twitter [30] for SwDA.
Hyperparameters
For each hyperparameter combination, the reported F I-score is averaged over 5 runs. 
RESULTS
GP search finds near-optimal hyperparameters faster than random search. Figure 2 compares the GP searches with different kernels against the random search, which is a natural baseline for hyperparameter optimization algorithms [14] . On all datasets, the F1-score evaluated using the hyperparameters found by the GP search converges to near-optimal values significantly faster than the random search, regardless of the kernels used. For example, on SwDA, after computing the F1-scores for 100 different hyperparameter combinations, the GP search reaches on average 72.1, whereas the random search only obtains 71.4. The random search requires computing over 400 F I-scores to reach 72.1: the GP search therefore reduces the computational time by a factor of 4. This is a significant improvement considering that computing the average F1-scores over 5 runs for 300 extra hyperparameter combinations takes 60 days on a GeForce GTX Titan X GPU. Squared exponential kernel converges more slowly than others. Even though the GP search with any kernel choice is faster than the random search, some kernels result in better performance than others. The best kernel choice depends on the choice of the dataset, but the squared exponential kernel (a.k.a. radial basis function kernel) consistently converges more slowly, as illustrated by Figure 2 . Across the Fig. 3 : Impact of the number of initial random hyperparameter combinations on the GP search. The x-axis represents the number of hyperparameter combinations for which the Fl-score has been computed, and the y-axis shows the best Fl-score that has been achieved by at least one of these hyperparameter combinations. Each data point is averaged over 100 runs of the specified search strategy. datasets, there was no consistent differences among the linear, absolute exponential, and cubic kernels.
The number of initial random points impacts the performances. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the GP search starts with computing the F I-score for a certain number of randomly chosen hyperparameter combinations. Figure 3 shows the impact of this number on all three datasets. The optimal number seems to be around 10 on average, i.e. 1 % of the hyperparameter search space. When the number is very low (e.g., 2), the GP might fail to find the optimal hyperparameter combinations: it performs significantly worse on MRDA and SwDA. Conversely, when the number is very high (e.g., 50) it unnecessarily delays the convergence. Simple heuristics may not find optimal hyperparameters well. Compared to the previous state-of-the-art results that use the same model optimized manually [8] , the GP search found more optimal hyperparameters, improving the Fl-score by 0.5 (= 66.3 -65.8), 0.1 (= 84.7 -84.6), and 0.7 (= 72.1 -71.4) on DTSC 4, MRDA, and SwDA, respectively. In [8] , the hyperparameters were optimized by varying one hyperparameter at a time while keeping the hyperparameters fixed. Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate that optimizing each hyperparameter independently might result in a suboptimal choice of hyperparameters. Figure 5 illustrates that the optimal choice of hyperparameters is impacted by the choice of other hyperparameters. For example, a higher number of filters works better with a smaller dropout probability, and conversely a lower number of filters yields better results when used with a larger dropout probability. Figure 6 shows that, for instance, if one had first fixed the number of filters to be 100 and optimized the dropout rate, one would have found that the optimal dropout rate is 0.5. Then, fixing the dropout rate at 0.5, one would have determined that 500 is the optimal number of filters, thereby obtaining an F I-score of 70.0, which is far from the best Fl-score (70.7).
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The faster convergence of the GP search may stem from the capacity of the GP to leverage the patterns in the Fl-score landscape such as the one shown in Figure 6 . The random search cannot make use of this regularity.
S. CONCLUSION
In this paper we addressed the commonly encountered issue of tuning ANN hyperparameters. Towards this purpose, we explored a strategy based on GP to automatically pinpoint optimal or near-optimal ANN hyperparameters. We showed that the GP search requires 4 times less computational time than random search on three datasets, and improves the state-ofthe-art results by efficiently finding the optimal hyperparameter combinations. While the choices of the kernels and the number of initial random points impact the performance of the GP search, our findings show that it is more efficient than the random search regardless of these choices. The GP search can be used for any ordinal hyperparameter; it is therefore a useful technique when developing ANN models for NLP tasks.
